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Getting your ducks in a row
Concepts to review (all can and should come before developing):
- Feature set
- Wireframes
- User stories
- MVP (minimum viable product), MLP (loveable), v1.0, v2.0 milestones
- User testing, do your audience want an app? Got to keep hold of the same people to test 

against.
- User acceptance, does your app idea meet acceptance criteria?
- UX
- UI
- Identifying existing system to integrate with.

Some tools to help
Tools (prototyping):
OmniGraffle
inVision
Adobe Creative Suite (if you’re a photoshop/illustrator whizz)

Tools (doc sharing):
Google docs and dropbox

Tools (other):
• Atlasssian as a ‘one product family fits all’ approach, expensive.
• Trello is a great ‘postit note’/‘swimlane’ organiser for distributed teams.
• Basecamp more of a hefty project manager.
• Slack, positioned as an Instant Messenger, but really, it does a whole lot more.
• Honorable mention to Rally as a ‘user story’ tool.
• Github is a developers best friend.

Three Approaches

Platforms 
• All are ‘web based’ general platforms, most with a ‘widget’ based WYSIWYG editors.
• Dime a dosen.
• Various different pricing strategies
• Some support one, two or all major mobile platforms.
• Some "do it all for you" some do very little. 
• Some piggy back off Open Source projects.
• Any that say they are ‘specifically’ education are to be looked at with skepticism.

Platforms mentioned: 
BuildFire
appery.io
shoutem
Como
mippin

GoodBarber
Appmakr
Mobile roadie
Appsme
Mobileroadie

Businessapps
GameSalad
TheAppBuilder
Zoho
Appsbar

Eachscape
iBuildApp
Appypie  

http://appery.io


School/Education specific agencies/platforms:
Avoid them… You should not chose a platform if it panders to a given domain, as it’s likely going to 
paint you into a corner. Special mention to Tapestry as this is quite a specific piece of kit.

Agencies 
Agencies will have platforms, platforms will and can have an agency like 'hand holding' feel to 
them. Some platforms will offer enterprise packages that can work out quite cheap, compared to 
Agencies.

Lots of 'school' app agency/platforms, again, avoid them unless they come with a recommendation.

I’m speaking to you now because of Ocasta Studios and my good friend Ben Collier, I was 
employee no.1 and would recommend them and no, I won’t take a commission :-)

In House 
Do you have the expertise?

Expertise doesn't just mean technical. Managerial and project expertise?

Do you have Whizz kids, some are great but may need to be managed.

Supporting all mobile platforms can be very difficult (money and time) if done all in house, using 
native (Xcode, Android Studio or others) or even web!

Mobile Plaftorms (iOS/Android/BlackBerry)
What to choose, obviously the main platforms are Android or iOS:

- Poll your audience, again, what devices are they using?
- More obscure platforms like BlackBerry and Windows are in a lot of flux

- Only Lumia devices are being updated to Windows10
- BlackBerry is dying
- Both are seemingly being able to support ‘Android’ apps, so you could find some of the 

platforms begin to support them or already do.

After app creation

• App store management
• Managing different accounts for number of different stores can be painful. Some platforms 

take care of all of this
• Mobile Platform updates

• iOS, Android and others are updated very regularly
• Marketing

• You are best positioned to know which channel will convert to more downloads. Getting 
people to download, use and retain users is very difficult.

• Analytics
• Analytics are useful, but focus on tractions and downloads/users to begin with.


